WORKSHOPS
"Embodiment and Artistry in Playback Theater. EMBODIMENT as our roots for
transformation in a story" with Anastasiya Vorobyova & Olga Sanachina /Russia/
“The Art and the Heart of the Story and the New Aesthetics, that invites us to
the online space of the PB Performance (or workshop)” with Aviva Apel
Rosenthal /Israel/

"My dear favourite cliché" with Igor Liubitov /Russia/
“The Change in Playback Theatre” with Jori Pitkänen /Finland/
“Fairy music” with Marat Mairovich /Israel/
“Building new ways of practice from our roots” with Michael Cheng /Singapore/

“Improv Games” with Shosha Kestenberg Rosen, Bat Shachar Weinfeld, Orly Dado
Lavie /Israel/

“My Parts: Integration” with Natalia Vainilovych /Ukraine/

“Playback Theatre with children - the change enablers” with Chetna Mehrotra,
Viral Champaneri, Sooraj Amin, Roshan Karkera /India/

“Transformation and change when acting” with Noa Leibu /Germany/

“Let your roots speak to you from different perspectives” with Joke Rood &
Sanna Langereis /The Netherlands/
“Shadow and Light” with Lambros Giotis & Catherine Webster /Greece/
“Playback theater in Business - sharing our experience, cases, tips and
problems” with Nina Garbuzova, Olga Smirnova, Sandra Petrushenko /Russia/

“The Journey of a Metaphor” with Nir Raz /Israel/

"Archaic and shamanistic practices for playback practitioners. How to use ancient
techniques to develop Force and Wisdom in times of challenges and uncertainty." with
Roman Kandybur /Ukraine/
“Roots of Resilience” with Roni Alperin /USA/
“Moving Poems” with Saniz Şeniz Turan /Turkey/

“Zoom in, Zoom out” with Etay Sharon & Orly Kovo /Israel/

“Mango Bite - Rooted in the moment!” with Nandini Rao /India/

“Telling my story" with Shirley Legum /Israel/

“Poetic Language In Playback Acting” with Synne & Jan Platander /Norway/

“Reconnecting to one's own roots for Peace and Hope” with Swarna Sabrina
Francis /India/

“Acting in Online Playback Theater Performance” with Salih Karaaslan /Turkey/

“Skills for changing atmosphere as roots for good PT experience” with Tzveta
Baliyska-Sokolova /Bulgaria/ & Karin Gisler /Switzerland/
“To fly with the Imagination - The essence of movement and play of PT actors”
with Hila Haba –Ashkenazy /Israel/

“New Horizons in Online Connection” with Nella Chilachava /Russia/ & Vassil Spasov
/Bulgaria/
“Support a Supporter” with Olena Kalashnykova /Russia/

“Colours and images” with Dénes Maróti & Vera Kunos /Hungary/

